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Although the concentration of cosmogenic 10-Be in quartz purified from
alluvial sediment is now routinely used to estimate rates of erosion at the
basin scale, for years people have worried and speculated about the
effect of sediment grain size on the resulting erosion rate estimates. Such
worries are reasonable because the application of isotopic measurements
in this fashion assumes that nuclide concentrations do not vary
systematically between grain sizes.
Here, we test the assumption that grain size matters by doing a metaanalysis of all available grain-size specific 10-Be concentration data
including 63 samples (a total of 197 grain-size splits and 3 replicates)
from 16 study areas in different tectonic and climatic zones. Considering
the dataset as a whole, there is no systematic grain size bias in measured
10-Be concentration. Disaggregating the data, we find that that there are
significant inverse relationships between sediment grain size and 10-Be
concentration in only 3 of 16 study areas (p<0.1). All 3 study areas
(Panama, the Great Smoky Mountains, and Puerto Rico) are steep and
humid. Of the 63 samples split and analyzed for grain size, 52% have at
least one split for which 10-Be concentration differs from the others by
>2 sigma analytic uncertainty, suggesting that concentration variability is
the result of natural, not analytic factors. Of the 63 samples, only 8 have
monotonic inverse relationships between grain size and 10-Be
concentration that are significant (p<0.1). In 3 other samples, 10-Be
concentration is positively and significantly correlated with grain size
(p<0.1).

In principal, the process of sediment exposure and delivery to the stream
network dictates the presence or absence of a grain size effect; however,
interpreting geomorphic process rates and distribution from measured
10-Be concentration in grain size splits is neither straightforward nor
generalizable; site specific study is necessary and appears most
important in steep, humid drainage basins. Since, none of the studies in
arid regions have shown an effect of grain size on 10-Be concentration,
further investigation of grain size effects in this climate zone are of less
importance.
The bottom line is grain size usually doesn't matter.
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